
1. Initial Project Definition

1.1. Identification

Project Name

Project Location

Submitted By

Project Start Date

Duration

Executive
Summary
Describe the
problem and how
your project will
leverage AI to
address it.

1.2. Participants & Costs

List all organizations involved in the project and indicate their costs.

Organization Name Contribution to the Project Number of
Employees

Previous Year
Revenues (CAD)

Project Costs
(ROM)

Hospital Name Project Lead

...

Total Cost $0

1.3. Proposed Solution

Briefly describe the incremental solution that will be developed (maximum of 300 words per answer).

Operational Goals
What supply chain
challenge is the project
addressing? Please
quantify the business
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problem that this
solution will solve.

Solution Overview
What will be developed?
Highlight applications of
AI and related
technologies.

Scope
What tangible work
packages, deliverables,
or technology will the
project deliver? (list 4-8)

1.4. Expected Impacts

Highlight expected project impacts (maximum of 100 words per answer).

For Participants
Describe direct benefits
for project participants.

For the Ecosystem
Describe project impacts
beyond the participants
and scope of the project.
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2. Eligibility Assessment

2.1. Eligibility Criteria

Briefly indicate why you believe the project is eligible to receive Scale AI funding (maximum of 100 words per answer).

In Scope
How does the project make
good use of AI to improve
intra-hospital logistics and
resources allocation in
Canada’s hospitals?

Collaboration
How is the project
collaborative? How are
benefits and risks shared?
Which other participants
are you considering?

Incremental
How is the project different
from regular business
undertakings of the
hospital? What difference
would SCALE AI funding
provide?

Executive Endorsement
Have the hospital’s
executives endorsed the
project? Please identify
support received.

Technical Feasibility
What work was done to
validate the project’s
technical feasibility?

Digital Maturity
Does your organization
have the necessary digital
maturity and experience to
successfully develop and
integrate an AI solution?
(describe digital maturity
assessment, past
experiences integrating AI
solutions, etc.)
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AI Expertise
Does the project team have
the relevant AI expertise
and experience?

Ongoing Support
How will the hospital
continuously maintain and
support the developed
solution after project
completion?

Contract Requirements
Funding is conditional on all
contracts being signed and
the project started before
October 1, 2023.  What is
the current stage of
contract discussions with
project partners, and what
is your proposed schedule
for completing and signing
contracts with all project
partners prior to Oct 1?
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